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‘Experiments in Drawing Theory’ investigates the speculative power of drawing
in developing an architectural position
by analyzing three seminal architectural
work: Giovanni Battista Piranesi’s Carceri
d’Invenzione series (1745/50 – 1761),
Bernard Tschumi’s Manhattan Transcripts
(1976-1981) and John Hejduk’s Lancaster/Hanover Masque (1979-1983). In this
course, drawing is not only considered to
be a technique or instrument for architectural design but also as an autonomous
form of architectural knowledge as well as
a concept of critical reflection and innovative thinking.
The relationship between drawing and
theory belongs to a long and well-established tradition, according to which
drawing is seen as a significant instrument of representation, namely in its

double function of constituting architectural knowledge and as an act of creative
construction, capable of modifying the
real and refocusing it within the dimension of theoretical and practical construction - often with a pronounced ideological content. More specifically, herein,
it is advanced that the rigorous graphic
investigation of these visionary works can
disclose the aspects of their theoretical
value that cannot be grasped from simple
observation. The act of redrawing the
original work (in toto, or part) was the
first step to instigate this analysis and was
regarded as the basic, and yet decisive
procedure to understand how the content
of the pictures have been progressively
constructed by the respective authors.
Each course participant produced a
graphic investigation of one plate of the
three case studies. The Carceri’s group
analyzed HOW Piranesi actually produced the well-known destabilizing
character associated with these architectural images. For the Manhattan Transcripts, the set of architectural operations
occurring in the transcripts were first
re-enacted, interpreted and subsequently
extrapolated and projected in line with
the developed theoretical position. The
Lancaster Hanover’s group firstly familiarized with the multiplicity of architectural
operations devised by Hejduk by focusing
in one of the characters of the Masque,
and secondly, they provided an analytical
reconstruction of one of the three large
“X-ray drawings” of the project. (Stefano
Milani, Schoonderbeek, Nasim Razavian)

CARCERI D’INVENZIONE
BY GIOVANNI BATTISTA PIRANESI

Tutor:
Stefano Milani
Course participants:
Ceren Kaya
Rina Gorchaj
Alessandro de Cadilhac
Bas Leemans
Chiel van Dijk
Diana Dungyova
Gongbu Han
Siteng Liu
Andreea Ioana Pirvan
Allard Meijer
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The panels present the first account of an
on-going investigation on Piranesi’s engravings and in particular on the Carceri
d’Invenzione series. The aim is to identify
the main characteristics of the plates and
subsequently isolate hypothetical speculative themes. More generally, in this study,
drawing considered an instrument but
also a particular finality of architectural
research and theory: an analysis of architectural drawings, through architectural
drawings.
The widely celebrated Piranesi’s Carceri
was privately printed between 1747-8 and
published with the title Invenzioni Capric.
di Carceri [Fanciful Images of Prisons] in
1749-50 by Edition Bouchart in Rome.
They have been re-edited in 1761 with the
title Carceri d’invenzione di G. Battista Piranesi archit. vene. [Imaginary prisons of
G. Battista Piranesi, Venetian Architect],
augmented by two new plates and radically reworked. The representing a series
of rather unsetting “prisons-like” spaces is
regarded as one of the canonical examples
of a visionary approach to architecture;
a work capable of encompassing a wide
range of characters of the architectural
space such as capricious, oneiric, obscure,
fragmented, twisted, repetitive… However, perhaps precisely as a consequence
of their success, the examination of the
actual plates is often metaphorical and

lacking rigorous verification. The content
of the Carceri, the ways in which it is constructed in the composition is in fact hard
to grasp and any attempt of rationalizing
it leads always to inconclusive interpretations. Arguably, it is in the very impossibility of establishing a coherent order that
resides the concealed theoretical message
of this work.
In the context of the present investigation
the interpretative ambition was suspended - or, at least, it was not the primary
goal – to enable a more direct, empirical
approach to the plates. The basic documentation was provided by Andrew
Robison’s fundamental work Piranesi:
Early Architectural Fantasies: A Catalogue
Raisonné of the Etchings(1986) collecting
all the edition and transformation of the
plate between 1747 and 1761.The idea
of including in the selection also the
work Pianta di ampio e magnifico collegio
(1749), originally conceived for an architectural competition at the Accademia di
S. Luca, was based on the hypothesis of
confronting and testing at the level of the
plan the research themes emerging on the
Carceri.
The first operation consisted of the
identification of the main elements of the
picture, the basic compositional structures and the series of transformation.In
this phase, the graphic expression was reduced to the minimum and the analytical
drawing operated as a simple denotation.
The act of redrawing the original work (as
a whole, or in part) was crucial to instigate the specific analysis to be performed
in each plate. This procedure enables us
to reveal how the drawing is made and
how its content is progressively constructed. The graphic approach Piranesi’s work

was inspired by two seminal works ofthe
late fifties: the schemes produced by Ulya
Vogt-Göknil to probe the inconsistency
of the perspectives of the Carceri, and by
Vincenzo Fasolo questioning the typological heterogeneity of the Campo Martio.
Despite the relatively neutral character,
the graphic re-description produced by
the students led subsequently to the identification of specific research themes. In
some cases, the research themes emerged
from a comparative analysis with other
plates of Carceri and other Piranesi’s
works. More specifically, the analysis of
the incongruity of the architectural space
directed most of the investigations, at
the same time, in each plate this subject
acquired a very specific character: the
compression/dilatation of the space; the
play with the scale of the elements; the
ambiguity between interior and exterior; the sublimation of the analysis of
the compositional space in the proposal
of a narrative defining the architectural
experience (as in the case of the plate ‘The
Drawbridge’); the study of the polysemic
nature of the graphic signs that in the
reworking of the plates are progressively
transformed from expressing the effect
of light & shadow to actual architectural
elements such as stairs and bridges.
Indeed, the hypotheses proposed in this
exercise require additional and more
stringent substantiations, in the wider
production of Piranesi, in the scholarship
and the theory of architectural representation. But perhaps the relevance of
these works lays in the research experience itself; on the systematic questioning
and development by drawing. (Stefano
Milani)

Title Plate

The Round Tower by Xiaoyue Shi

The Round Tower

The Grand Piazza by Diana Dungyova

The Grand Piazza

The Smoking Fire by Ceren Kaya

The Smoking Fire

The Drawbridge by Andreea Ioana Pirvan

The Drawbridge

The Staircase with Trophies by Olaf Olden

The Staircase with Trophies

The Giant Wheel by Alessandro de Candilhac

The Giant Wheel

Prisoners on a Projecting by Bas Lemans

Prisoners on a Projecting

The Arch With A Shell Ornament by Allard Meijer

The Arch With A Shell Ornament

The Sawhorse

The Well by Chiel van Dijk

The Well

The Gothic Arch by Rina Gorchaj

The Gothic Arch

The Pier with a Lamp by Mine Celik

The Pier with a Lamp

The Pier with Chains by Wesley Lijkendijk

The Pier with Chains

The Man on the Rack by Gongbu Han

The Man on the Rack

The Lion Bas-Reliefs by Siteng Liu

The Lion Bas-Reliefs

Pianta di ampio magnifico collegio 1750 by Florian Zirkzee

Pianta di ampio magnifico collegio 1750

MANHATTAN TRANSCRIPTS
BY BERNARD TSCHUMI

Tutor:
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Menno Brouwer
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Chiel Menger
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Steven Bouma
Bart Kuijpers
Jesse Verdoes

In the BORDERS & TERRITORIES
course ‘Experiments in Drawing Theory’,
it is hypothesized that the rigorous graphic investigation of visionary architectural
works can reveal the theoretical value
that the intrinsic polysemic characteristic
of drawing tends to conceal from simple observation. Alongside the written
speculation and the actual construction,
the architectural drawing is considered as
a mode of theoretical research –research
which is directed more specifically to the
theory of architectural design.
Bernard Tschumi’s four MANHATTAN
TRANSCRIPTS have been graphically
investigated by a group of three course
participants. The set of architectural
operations occurring in the Transcripts
has been re-enacted first, then interpreted
and finally extrapolated and projected
in line with the developed theoretical
position of each participant. The work
showcased in this exhibition reveals the
core material of the various interpretations of the Transcripts.
The technique of redrawing the actual
original work (in toto, or in part) has
been crucial to instigate the analysis.
This approach is considered the basis to
understand how the drawing is made and
how its content is progressively constructed.

THE PARK
THE MANHATTAN TRANSCRIPTS

MT 1
“They found the Transcripts by accident. Just one little tap and the wall split open, revealing a life time’s
worth of metropolitan pleasures - pleasures that they had no intention of giving up. So when she
threatened to run and tell the authorities, they had no alternative but to stop her. And that’s when the
second accident occurred - the acident of murder ... They had to get out the Park - quick. But one was
tracked by enemies he didn’t know - and didn’t even see - until it was too late. THE PARK”
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The Murder

The Trace
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The Investigation
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police
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Movements of the murder

14

S21

The use of a grid

Movements of the victom

Using elements from the maps

Movement of the dead
The use of a grid
Using elements from the maps

The voice of the city and investigators in
a lower clef with intervals of fourth

MOVEMENT
Movement of the Protagonists

The Mall

The use of text during the investigation

Movements of the investigation
from point to point

points of interest
points of interest

Movement of the text, the spread of the news
and informations

Manhattan Transcript 1:
The analysis explored the drawings as a
chronological event, namely the murder that occurred in the park. The first
sequence of drawings introduces THE
PARK and the two main characters,
namely the victim and the murderer (13). This is followed by THE CHASE (4-6),
which traces the movements of these two
main characters. Then THE MURDER
occurs, with the investigators arriving at
the scene of the crime (7-9) and during
their INVESTIGATION, data and information is collected (10-16). Finding
the most important CLUE, namely a
fingerprint (17-20), the murderer can be
identified and THE ARREST can be made
(21-24).

Sequences derived from rule 6 - event is experienced
independent from the space

WESTWA
Y

Exercise 3

Sequence 3
Rearrangement
of the MT2 according to the
rules extracted from Tschumi’s transcript

They meet in the middle, he
comes from jail, she comes
from the docks and they
meet and she kills him.

S3

The second narrative: she
comes from the docks,
meets him and kills him and
then she goes to jail.

S2

The first narrative is that: he
gets out of jail, meets her
and she murders him and
goes to the docks.

S1

Rules derived from exercise
2, used to curate exercise 3

Rule 2 – When frames translate into each other with
spaces that are reminiscent of each other, then these
borders are fixed in the transcript

Rule 1 – When architectural space matches the real life
context, then the borders are fixed in the transcript.

Rule 3 – The ‘overtonal’ montage method connects
frames together through the circle as a ‘tone’ / architectural character. The borders where ‘overtonal’ montage
is being used are fixed in the transcript

Example: Requiem for a dream (frames cut to the same amount of time)

Methods of montage:
combining shots that are
depictive - single in meaning,
neutral in content - together
they make intellectual contexts
and series

Rule 4 – When space and event intersect, they affect
one another. This becomes apparent through similar
graphical composition between space and event. These
borders are fixed points in the transcript

Rule 5 – A murder in the street is different than a
murder in a cathedral. The murder happens in a very
specific location. These borders are fixed in the transcript.

Example: Alfred Hitchcock - 2 lovers next to each other a train goes through tunnel = sex
Together, frames create meaning

Rule 6 – The event is independent from architectural
space and composition. Any event can happen in any
kind of space. This results in events that are not overruled by rule 4 & 5 to be able to happen in different architectural space.

Example: Sergei Eisenstein - Putemkin battleship
Russian soldiers going down
Unarmed civilians steps to symbolize an oppressive force helplessness of the Russian people

Russian people waking up and fighting against their government

0.5 sec
Tschumi - same technique of pool table depicting sex

Rhythmic montage: cutting frames according to the content of the shot
continuity in the story (From his cell to opening the door)

Metric montage: cutting frame according to
an exact measurement regardless of content

Intellectual montage: cutting frames according to an intellectual concept. 2 shots combined create a new meaning that wasn’t present in either of the original shots
Tone: circle linking frames together

Overtonal montage: cutting and linking frames according to various tones. Mood and tone supersede logic and plot.

More than stories, they communicate ideas.

The story is the murder
but what is the idea?

Tschumi: “Looking at the transcripts also means constructing them” - construct your intellectual concept through your interpretation of the meaning of multiple frames together
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Adult books

Docks
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Peep shows

42nd street map

X-Rated movies

Manhatten 42nd
street map - 70s
M42M

Importance interpreted by the viewer

Events
(news photographs)

M42M-1
Port authority bus terminal

M42M-2
The Deuce - the part of 42nd street between 6th and 8th avenue was nicknamed The Deuce. With prostitutes, drug dealers, Junkies, mobsters, pimps, transvestites, it was known as the sleaziest block in America. This is the part where they have sex and the murder happens in Tschumi’s transcript. Is she a prostitute? Was he killed by a pimp?

M42M-3
The Bryant Park - The Bryant Park, also nicknamed
the needle park for the junkies, was known as an
“oasis ripe with a crime”, a dangerous park.

M42M-4
W.R. Grace office building

M42M-5
New York public library

M42M-6
Grand central station

M42M-7
The Chrysler building

Manhattan Transcript 2:
The analysis started with an investigation
into 42nd street during the 1970’s, and
looked for relations to Tschumi’s Transcript in pictures, notations and locations.
Investigating the ‘real life’ dimensions of
42nd street revealed that Tschumi’s version is an alternation of reality with different dimensions for streets and blocks.
A rhythm of borders and streets was

M42M-8
The Daily News building news business of asking rude
questions to powerful people

M42M-9
The Ford Foundation - battle the full panoply
of timeless injustices around the world

M42M-10
United Nations Headquarters - designed by Oscar
Niemeyer and Le Corbusier. Is this Tschumi’s critique
on modernism?

researched for but none were found. It became clear that the movement drawings
are extracted from choreography drawings; the spaces extracted from maps and
plans and the events extracted from news
and magazine photographs. The different
paths of the characters in the narrative
reveal that the story is non-linear and can
be read in both directions.

An object, possible folly (see D1),
is added in the middle

Sequential
explication

A line of movement is shown

Literal analysis

The space is further violated, in a semi
arbitrary way, linked to the office and
asylum programs (see also B1 & B5)

This line violates the given cells and
carves the space

Columns are grouped together
Some disappear at the distant wall
Columns outside the block, one fallen

The space is further violated, in a semi
arbitrary way, linked to the residence
program (see also B1)

The courtyard is shown

The courtyard is shown

The courtyard is shown

The courtyard is shown

The adjacent block across
the courtyard

The adjacent block across
the courtyard

The adjacent block across
the courtyard

The final state of the
tower is reached
through the combination of the
transformed
courtyard with the
nuanced spatial
traces of the fall, as
illustrated in the
previous image.

This line cancels out/rearranges
some of the columns
A hole is added to the folley

The space is further violated and
solidified, in a semi arbitrary way, linked
to the asylum (see also B3)

A combination of
the previous
drawing with the
spatial impact of the
fall results in this
drawing.

This line violates the given cells and
carves the space

The third theme
represents the tower
as a superposition of
courtyards.

A line of movement

This line violates the given cells and
solidifies space

The space is further violated, in a semi
arbitrary way, linked to the residence
program (see also B1)

In the fall movement
and event coincide:
the movement line
describes the
trajectory of the
event; the fall of a
human figure.

A line of movement, equal to the
orientation of the columns, is shown

The following step
reinistates the
original frame and
introduces the
elevator which
alternately violates
the frame.

An object, possible folly (see D1),
is added in the middle, alongside
three windows

A line of movement is shown

The fall leaves its
traces in the spatial
organization of the
original superposition of programs.

Corridor within a block

An object, possible folly (see D1),
is added in the middle

A line of movement is shown

This line represents
the trajectory of the
fall.

Open space, diagonally divided
by columns

An object, possible folly (see D1),
is added in the middle

The extracted
fragments from all
five programmes are
the basis for the
subsequent transformations.

Cells within a block

An object, possible folly (see D1),
is added in the middle

The distilled cells
are functioning as
the start of the
second part of MT3,
in which vertical
montage is a central
theme

Cells within a block

The details of the
five programs are
vertically stacked, to
form a workable
configuration of
cells.

Through a
cinema-like cut-out
technique, Tschumi
borrows from the
5th line of the first 5
drawings of MT3 a
set of details.

Cells within a block

The courtyard is shown

The adjacent block across
the courtyard

The adjacent block across
the courtyard

The courtyards of the towers are divided in five programs, each again divided bij five drawings which are superimposed. The first one shows the basic ‘floorplan’
on which the other drawings are based. In the second drawing is basically the same as the former, except for the fact that an object, possible folly/staircase (see
D1, metaphoric analysis) is added. The third drawing only shows a line: a line depicting movement.This line violates the given space and mass of the first drawing,
except for the hotel where the line reiterates the line of the columns. In the fourth drawing the space is further violated and solidified in a more
arbitrary/non-traceable way. Some divergences can be traced to the architecture of the other programs. This drawing also shows the adjecent tower block,
which is the same for every program.

An analysis of

MT3

The Manhattan Transcripts III

´The Fall . . . First it was just a
battered child, then a row of cells,
then a whole tower. The wave of
movement spread, selective and
sudden, threatening to engulf the
whole city in a wave of chaos and
horror, unless . . . But what could
she do . . . now that the elevator
ride had turned into a chilling
contest with violent death? THE
TOWER.’

Diagram of sequential synthesis

Transgression
and synthesis
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a

First transgression of distilled
program closeups (I) through a
sudden vertical movement (II)
beyond the limit of the cells.

Ixa=

b

Second transgression of distilled
program closeups (I). The first transgression (a) is transformed into architectonic elements, penetrating the
cells.

II
66mm

100mm

I [ space]
‘Violated cells’
Theme: vertical synthesis of programs

IxII=

100mm

by Chiel Menger, Stefan Heuvelman & Pepijn Determann
bxIII=

bxc=

First synthesis within cells of program (I)
and typology (III) through mutual exchange
of elements and architectonic appropriation
with elements such as stairs, doors.

Final vertical transgression and synthesis
of cells, exceeding the established limits.

Original drawings

38mm

38mm

Space

second transgression
through notation
experimentation

384mm

100mm

PART TWO

Isolated elements in
(sequential) exploded view

Movement

Movement

Movement

Object

Object

Object

Object, possible folly

Object, possible folly

Windows

Windows

Windows

II

a

c

b

d

II

Object

Object

Object, possible folly

III

III

III [space]
along a vertical element, a body (imprint)
and elevator are established, shooting
with unknown speed through the vertical
courtyards.

II

II [movement]
distilled from an obsessive study on
the vertical movement of bodies, a
line is established describing the tumbling

Movement

Movement

A

Object, possible folly

Object, possible folly

Window

I

I [ space]
elements as recurrent codes within
the close-up of particular programs.

Columns

Doors

Doors

Doors

Doors

Doors

See also C9, for notation technique

Narrow cells violated by
neighbors in the hallway

Empty cells solidify around
rigid movement in the office

Single space with violation
among suspects in the hotel

Isolated cells violated by carving
through thick prison walls

Virgin
space

See also C9, for notation technique

IxII=

a

first transgression of distilled
program close-ups through a
sudden vertical movement
beyond the limit of the cells.

Ixa=

b

second transgression of distilled
program close-ups. The first transgression is transformed into architectonic elements, penetrating the
cells.

See also B9

Hallway violated by movement
in the psychiatric clinic

Shapes relate to the
sequential house,
See also C5 and D4

+

Diagramatic explanation of
notation techniques in MT3

Movement

=

B

Violated
space

Transgression through
experiment

Movement of the asylum
matches with the slanted
wall of the residence

Movement substraction of
the asylum matches with the
slanted wall of the residence

For the falling body, Tschumi used one newspaper photograph, gelatin silver printing it 5 times, each print slightly
rotated, as to suggest the ‘tumbling’ of a falling person.

Narrow corridor of prison
matches with the virgin
space of the asylum

In the last phase of his work on the Sequential House,
Tschumi started experimenting with vertical
sequences. Thereby, his obsession with horizontal movement
distilled from the everyday activities of unusual programs evolved
into an obsession for gravity working on bodies. In the last four
drawings of MT3 we can observe Tschumi’s endeavor to work
falling bodies and murder into a violence of architecture.

In the Sequential House, the movement of particular
activities would either find itself enclosed by space/carve
voids in volumes, or it would leave behind a trace of solidification.

Tschumi worked towards different modes of synergizing ‘cells’ or ‘frames’,
resulting in studies for ‘La Maison Séquentielle’.

In his analysis of the cinematic notation techniques, he
distinguishes an analytic and a synergetic way of
juxtaposing frames.

Bernard Tschumi.
Sketch study for Manhattan Transcripts. ca. 1976-1980.

See also D8

Tschumi thoroughly dwelled upon cinematic
notation techniques of Sergei Eisenstein, among others.

C

The silence of
the lambs. 1991.

The shining. 1980.

This rendering of a perforated Empire State Building precedes the third episode of
the Manhattan Transcripts as presented in the medium of the book. Like superposition of frames in The Fall, it consists of five inner courtyards that are placed above
each other.

Bernard Tschumi.
Advertisements for Architecture. 1976-77.

Sarah Charlesworth, ‘Unidentiefied
Man’. Ankara, Turkey, 1980.
Gelatin silver print

Robert Longo, ‘Untitled (Rick)’,
from the series ‘Men in the
Cities’, 1979-1983.

Detail of ‘Seasons’
by Victor Burgin, 1993.
Photographic print.
Trisha Brown, ‘Woman
Walking Down a Ladder’,
1973.

The Sequential Tower is a three-dimensional representation based on the third
episode of the Manhattan Transcripts. Whereas the Sequential House is an investigation into a horizontal spatial sequence, Tschumi here tests the possibility of a vertical
sequence of spaces.

Tschumi’s interest in the depiction of vertically moving bodies, as a provocation of
the conventional horizontal movement of everyday activities had a major influence
on MT3. ‘The Fall’ became a synthesis of pure experience, violence and distortion,
resulting in a a notation technique borrowing from Robert Longo’s drawing series
‘Men in the Cities’ (1993).

D

The notion of the fall is a recurring theme in Tschumi’s work, as seen here in Tschumi’s
Advertisement for Architecture. Transgressing the rules and conventions of architecture,
the fall represents a moment of pure experience of architecture.

12 Monkeys. 1995.

With the Sequential House Tschumi created a “real” architectural counterpart to the
theoretical investigations of the Manhattan Transcripts. Akin to the MT3 prison, the
project consists of a rectangular volumes from which four generic shapes are carved.
The result is a sequence of inhabitable spaces with a multiplicity of possible movement
patterns and activities. (Also see C5)

Office space. 1999.

Jeanne Dielman, 23,
quai du Commerce,
1080 Bruxelles. 1975.

Bernard Tschumi used this photograph of an orchestra playing on a scaffolding structure
for his vision of the triptych ‘space, movement, event’. The movement within the boundaries of adjacent cells demonstrates the physical space they consume while executing
particular activites.

Bernard Tschumi.
Sequential Tower. 1980.

Bernard Tschumi.
Manhattan Transcripts: THE TOWER.
1979.

Bernard Tschumi.
Sequential House. 1981.

Exhibition panel of Bernard Tschumi Retrospective
at Centre Pompidou, 2014.

Robert Wilson, ‘Einstein
on the Beach’, 1976

This fragment shows a sketch study that Tschumi made in his research for the Manhattan
Transcripts. Similar to Tschumi’s method of notation for MT3, the vertical superposition
of identical frames is evident in this study. The sketch also clues in on the appearance of
windows in the tower. Yet, Tschumi here combines event, movement in space in one
column, whereas he separates those elements in separate columns for the final MT3.

At the time Bernard Tschumi was developing the Manhattan Transcripts, he built
several site/specific ´cinematic´ and ´deconstructivist´ follies. Some of these follies
closely resemble the triangular shapes in each of the programs, which thus are
direct analogies to his projects parallel to MT3.

E
like a pebble, polished by washing waters;
the home, carved and smoothened by the rituals of domestic life

keep back straight, walk confidently
from cubicle to cubicle through a landscape of optimization

long hallways, sharp turns...
traversing the hotel in one take.

left: serial rapist. right: first-degree murderer. left: kidnapper.
the prison is a frightening cabinet of curiosities

for the inhabitants of the asylum
the ward is their world

this movie depicts the daily life of a widowed mother in a continuous sequence of
domestic rituals, each in its appropriate setting. in its sheer routine, space and
movement have reciprocally shaped each other, creating optimized and fluent
patterns of doing.

the movie Office space is set in a landscape of cubicles, optimized in terms of economy and
efficiency. together with a formal atmosphere among colleagues, it leads to strongly formalized
movement patterns where one goes from one cubicle to the other, to the toilet or the boss’ office.

in the hallway scene of The shining, the camera closely follows Danny as he traverses the long
hotel corridors on his tricycle. his movements are strictly reflected in the motion of the image,
sweeping around corners as Danny conquers the sharp turns.

as FBI-agent Clarice Starling enters the heavily secured dungeon ward in The silence of
lambs, she glances to and fro at the prisoners who are locked in their cells. the film alternately
depicts her and what she sees.

in this scene of 12 Monkeys the viewer witnesses patient Jeffrey showing his new fellow inhabitant James around the asylum ward. through the haphazard and confused movement of the
camera the viewer is warped into the same disoriented condition of the patients.

Residence

Office

1

2

Prison
3

Hotel
4

Asylum

5

Throughout Tschumi’s work, the number ‘five’ seems to be
a recuring theme. Not only does the first part of MT3
consist of five drawings, each one of them is built up in five
parts as well. Five programs go through five transformations, put into vertical sequence consisting of, again, five
cells. However, the sequential house by Tschumi, developed prior to MT3, makes use of four cells. It is not a
consistency throughout his oevre, but in MT3 most
definitely.

bxIII=

bxc=

The hotel seems independent from
mutually exchnging drawing styles
Diagonal walls of the house
matches with the perspective
warping of the office

In MT3 Tschumi makes extensive use of
different notation techniques distilled from
works beyond the discipline of architecture

hotel

38mm

100mm

I

Elements/Codes

prison

38mm

100mm

PART ONE

Metaphoric analysis

office

38mm

Relevant references disclosing meaning
and analogies of the elements and notation
techniques highlighted above, containing
some of Tschumi’s own work.

100mm

100mm

References projected on MT3
as a means of interpretation

100mm

Space

residence

38mm

Notation techniques

Movement

first transgression
through syntesis

d

100mm

100mm

38mm

line describing
patterns of
everyday activity

c

100mm

38mm

Space

References

Space

introduction of
empty cell(s)

intrusion of
triangular element

II [movement]
‘The Fall’
Theme: vertical movement

I

I

Bernard Tschumi 1976-1981

III [space]
‘Vertical courtyards’
Theme: typological transgression

Introduction

1st transgression

2nd transgression

Final synthesis

6

7

8

9

c

d

first synthesis within cells of program (I)
and typology (III) through mutual exchange
of elements and architectonic appropriation
with elements such as stairs, doors.

final vertical transgression and synthesis
of cells, exceeding the established limits.

asylum

Manhattan Transcript 3:
The analysis of Transcript 3 consists of
a literal analysis focused on the various
facets of the drawings. The sequence of
transformations within each of the five
first drawings was examined, each of
which represents a different program.
The repetitive use of elements and codes
is illuminated and explained. From the
moment that Tschumi superpositions
five fragments from the five programs,
the consequent series of transformations
have been mapped, catalyzed by the fall
and the elevator ride (a reference to ‘the
fall’ in both the Advertisements for Architecture, and in the Sequential House).
Tschumi also constantly cross-refers to
shapes, elements and forms of other MT
drawings as well as notation techniques of
other artists, (e.g. film director Eisenstein).

Manhattan Transcript 4:
Transcript 4 is interpreted as a coherent
story, with a coherent set of drawings.
The first two drawings are identified as
ingredients for the rest of MT4, while
the remaining drawing set is divided in a
sequence of the original MT4 drawings,
with external and internal relations. The
actions show an overview of how the
ingredients in the event, movement and
space are added and edited,

namely by repetition, disjunction or other
unique techniques. In this interpretation,
drawings 3-6 can be defined as ‘character’ introduction, while drawing 7-10 is
where parts of the character set are being
sampled and edited. Drawings 11-14 are
considered as the apotheosis, namely
a full experiment of adding, sampling,
inserting and editing parts of the previous
drawings into a collage.

THE LANCASTER/HANOVER MASQUE
BY JOHN HEJDUK

Tutor:
Nasim Razavian
Course participants
Bas van Lenteren
Suihao Zhen
Yi Xu
Katerina Demetriou
Andrew Kelso
Jelmer Teunissen
Daniel Sobieraj
Mikołaj Białasik

In the course Experiments in Drawing Theory, the students were asked to
analyze and animate the time-space of
The Lancaster/Hanover Masque through
theory, project analysis, and experimentation with drawing. Drawing was
taken as both a noun or the outcome of
the architectural thought and a verb or
the performative action through which
architectural thought is articulated. The
course consisted of two parts: the theory
seminars and the drawing exercises. The
drawings you see in this exhibition are
the result of the both. The aim was to take
drawing as a means to develop critical
thinking in architecture and also activate
the students’ power of imagination.
From 1979, John Hejduk constructed a
series of projects that are known as the
Masques. The Masques are a form of
carnivalesque architecture which consist
of approximately 400 characters. These
characters move from place to place,
city to city, project to project, and book
to book, and as they do, multiple new
relations are constructed and reconstructed between them. John Hejduk was an
architect who extended the boundaries of
architectural discourse through theory,
philosophy, poetry, pedagogy, practice,
and drawing; all operating simultaneously
in his Masques series.
The Lancaster/Hanover Masque is one of
the Masques series which was developed

between 1979 and 1983. It is the timespace of an imaginary rural farm community which consists of 68 ‘objects’ (characters) and corresponding ‘subjects’ (their
inhabitants). This community exists/
operates only 12 hours per day from 6:30
am to 6:30 pm. Inspired by the masque,
a form of British dramatic entertainment
common in 16th and 17th century, The
Lancaster/Hanover Masque has no clear
predefined narration. It is constructed
through a logic of its own and is materialized through lists, matrices, texts,
sketches, and 9 large drawings which
cannot be read easily through our conventional modes of thought. The Masques
can be animated through ‘getting in
them’; through analysis, imagination, and
poetry.

The Lancaster/Hanover Masque

The course was thematized in regards
to aspects which are central to the work
of John Hejduk and are generally overlooked in architectural discourse. Some
of these themes were: notation systems,
performative drawing, architecture and
time, indeterminacy and chance, the architect and the poet, and architecture and
emotion. These themes were discussed
in both theory seminars and the drawing
feedback sessions.
Each student was asked to ‘enter’ the
poetical time-space of The Lancaster/
Hanover Masque through analyzing and
drawing one or two chosen characters
from the project. Starting there, in order

to have a better understanding of the
entire Masque, they were asked to follow
Hejduk’s clues to analyze the relations
between their characters to other characters, sometimes studying other projects
by Hejduk and eventually construct new
relations between multiple ‘Objects’ and
‘Subjects’ of the Masque. The main goal
behind the drawing exercise was to
animate The Lancaster/Hanover Masque
through the activation of imagi-nation
resulting in the poetical drawings
exhibited here.
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Student Name: Suihao Zhen
Title: A Mysterious Tension
Drawing Technique: Black pencil on paper
Dimensions: 500 x 700 mm

Character Number: 19
Object: Sower’s Place (6.30am to 6.30pm: The

burlap bags bulge with seeds)
Subject: The Sower (6.30am to 6.30pm: The
Sower grasps his fallen seed)
Text of object: A remembrance of grain elevators in the wheatfields near Lincoln, Nebraska,
in August 1929. An architect from Berlin photographed the grain storage houses.
They thought him rude. When they asked him
why he constantly wiped the grain dust
off his glasses and the camera lens he asked if
there was any lemonade available.
Text of Subject: Before becoming the collec-

tor, keeper and distributor of the farm seed,
he worked at the grain elevators in the central
states of the USA. He also is an importer of
burlap bags and large pin clips. He watches
a film (a murder mystery) called And Soon
the Darkness where the Policeman’s father is
a deaf farmer. The Sower plays over and over
again a special segment of the movie. It is
when the girl bicyclist discovers that her travelling companion has disappeared. She runs
down an empty country road in a
French landscape. The shot is of the farmer’s
back against the horizontal road on which the
terrified girl runs. The Sower is very meticulous in his distribution of the seed. He is
sexually attracted to the Cellist.

Student Name: Dan Sobieraj
Title: The Collapse of Time
Drawing Technique: Multi-exposure cyanotype from ink drawn
negatives on water colour paper
Dimensions: 297 x 420 mm (x4)

Character Number: 20
Object: Reaper’s House (6.30am to 6.30pm:

The blade is removed)
Subject: The Reaper (6.30am to 6.30pm: The
Reaper sharpens the blade)
Text of object: The upper elevation of the
house is a series of rotating blades which
move the mechanism of a pendulum. The

blades complete one arched cycle in a year. A
24-hour-glass is suspended on the side of the
Reaper’s House. The prime shape of the house
is like that of a metronome, with its section
exposed. The Reaper sleeps at grade level.
Text of Subject: His private library consists of
The History of the Reapers. Difficult to trace
their origins…

1. THE MORTAL LIFE:

1. THE MORTAL LIFE:

The House of the Farmers

The House of the Farmers

2. IN BETWEEN LIFE AND DEATH:

The death of the man farmer

2. IN BETWEEN LIFE AND DEATH:

Student Name: Katerina Demetriou
Title: The Two Lovers in Transition
Drawing Technique: Multimedia, Hand drawings
(pencil on paper) and photoshop editing
Dimensions: 297 x 420 mm (x3)
Statement: Hejduk’s work deals

The death of the man farmer

Character Number: 21
Object: Old Farmer’s House (6.30am to

6.30pm: The steel deflects)
Subject: The Old Farmer (6.30am to 6.30pm:
The Old Farmer remembers)
Text of object: Structure: Steel
Text of Subject: Berlin House of the Eldest
Citizen modified to the Lancaster/Hanover
Masque (The old Farmer remembers)

Character Number: 65
Object: Widow’s House (6.30am to 6.30pm:

Funnels constructed by Trombone-Maker)
Subject: The Widow (6.30am to 6.30pm: The
Widow wails)
Text of object: Provides a Wailing Room. The
Funnels of the roof of the Wailing Room are
made by the Trombone-Maker, a craftsman of
refine detail
Text of Subject: Widow of the Accused. The
Farm Community offers her the Widow’s
House for the incarceration period of the newly Accused. Upon the next Accused’s death,
the Widow vacates the Widow’s House for the
new Widow.

Student Name: Yi Xu
Title: Flatness and thickness: the perception of space
Drawing Technique: Black pencil on paper
Dimensions: 500 x 700 mm

Character Number: 32
Object: Merchant (6.30am to 6.30pm: Dam-

aged vegetables are placed in wood crates)
Subject: The Bank-Key Man (6.30am to
6.30pm: The Merchand scratches)
Text of object: The plan is an axonometric.
There is no other like it.

Text of Subject: He buys wholesale, sells

retail. The Farm is considered a cooperative
by those in power. The Merchant is part of
the life of the Farm. His handling of goods is
a linkage. The concept of an isometric plan

came from his interest in the problem of
foreshortening. The Rembrandt painting of an
autopsy exposed the phenomenon of a convex
chest cavity. (Pain has no memory.) He speculated on the sizes of the food cells drawn in
plan to appear as an isometric. He developed
the idea of a compressed vegetable stand. The
vegetables and fruits are normal size but seem
magnified by the tilt. He has never visited New
Orleans yet is able to sketch out its plan from
memory. He suspects perspective. He cannot
accept its suction. He proves that the world is
flat by crushing beer cans with the stump of
his arm.

the keeper of the bank vault keys. He makes
necessary keys on his key-making machine.
w the key-making stand there is a large vault
he storage of the keys. A vault owner request
key of his vault. The banker-key man checks
dentification; when it is verified he hands over
key to the vault owner. The owner then
eeds to the vault field, opens the locked door
descends down to his private underground
. On exit he returns the bank key to the
k-Key Man

Character Number: 50
Object: Vaults (6.30am to 6.30pm: maintained

Student Name: Bas van Lenteren
Title: The Vertical Tortuous
Drawing Technique: Etching printed on paper and pressed with a
forklift
Dimensions: 730 x 570 mm

by vacuum cleaners)
Subject: The Bank-Key Man (6.30am to
6.30pm: The Bank-Key Man grinds a key)
Text of object: Description of the underground vaults
Text of object: Description of the underground vaults
Text of Subject: He is the keeper of the bank

vault keys. He makes the necessary keys on his
key-making machine. Below the key-making
stand there is a large vault for the storage
of the keys. A vault owner requests the key
of his vault. The banker-key man checks his
identification; when it is verified he hands over
the key to the vault owner. The owner then
proceeds to the vault field, opens the locked
door and descends down to his private underground vault. On exit he returns the bank key
to the Bank-Key Man.

Student Name: Andrew Kelso
Title: Sectioning The Farm Manager of Hejduk’s Lancaster/ Hanover Masque
Drawing Technique: Pencil on paper augmented digitally
Dimensions: 1145 x 841 mm
Statement: Sectioning The Farm

Character Number: 52
Object: The Farm Manager’s Office (6.30am to

6.30pm: In constant motion)
Subject: The Farm Manager (6.30am to
6.30pm: The Farm Manager broods)
Text of object: Structure: Rear connection to
totally enclosed windowless small trailer. On
the roof of the trailer are a floodlight, a TV
antenna and an old phonograph. All elements

are painted black. All units are maintained
with the utmost care.
Text of Subject: He is driven by chauffeur
continuously around the Farm Community. It
appears the Citroen and trailer are in constant
motion (night and day). The Farm Manager
has never been seen, yet the Farm People believe in his existence. They are reassured by
the vehicle’s motion and particularly by the
floodlight, antenna and phonograph.

Student Name: Mikołaj Białasik
Title: The Palimpsest of the House of the Suicide
Technique: Stiching, fabric, and fineliner on washed fabric (two
sides of the same fabric)
Dimensions: 1189 x 841

Character Number: 59
Object: House of the Suicide (6.30am to
6.30pm: Ordered interned)
Subject: The Suicide (6.30am to 6.30pm: The
Suicide makes a mistake)
Text of object: Structure:·made of steel panels
factory-painted white enamel. There is an eye
slit in one elevation. A door in the other. Roof
made of vertical volumetric triangular slivers
diminishing to a tiny top opening. He liked to
watch the points of light move along the walls
and floor. The Farm Community in agreement

with the family sealed up the door by welding.
Text of subject: When alive he was obsessed
with Cezanne. He believed that the Farm
public missed essential and important characteristics about Cezanne. He felt that Cezanne
did not want to be touched. The Suicide could
even imagine that Cezanne in his privacy put
on white gloves that buttoned down at the
inner wrist. He knew that Cezanne dealt with
the major themes of murder, rape, incest, fear,
foreboding, voluptuousness, silicide, sexuality
and nature’s silent horror.

Student Name: Yi Xu
Title: Transiency and Continuity: The Perception of Time
Drawing Technique: Watercolour on paper
Dimensions: 395 x 600 mm

Character Number: 68
Object: The Time Keeper’s Place (6.30am to

6.30pm: Time/ Still-Life/ Nature morte)
Subject: The Time Keeper (6.30am to 6.30pm:
The Keeper of the Time fears a delay)
Text of object: A small Ferris wheel from
which the open seats have been removed. A
minimal housing unit is attached to the Ferris
wheel. The wheel completes one cycle in
24 hours. The Ferris wheel and compartment
are constructed in steel.
Text of Subject: He controls and operates
the dual Ferris Wheels. The Ferris Wheels
are enlarged clocks. One Ferris Wheel having
cars moving clockwise, the other Ferris Wheel
having cars moving counter-clockwise. The

numbers/ hours of time are painted on each
Ferris Wheel car, there being 12 num-bers,
1 - 12. The single hand of the clock is fixed
and the numbers move about the hand. On
each Ferris Wheel there is an unnumbered
car which can be considered the 13th number
or o. In the clockwise moving car a man is
placed, in the counter-clockwise moving car is
placed a beast. At the moment of horizontal
tangentiality the eyes of the man and the eyes
of the beast are in direct horizontal alignment.
At that moment the Time Keeper stops the
Ferris Wheels to note the recognition and to
recapture past acts. The Time Keeper then
accelerates the Ferris Wheel to make up for
lost time, upon removement the beast roars
and the man remains silent.
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